Comfort Duo

The Comfort Duo range is recommended by Medical Practitioners. Contoured to map the shape of the human form, Comfort Duo offers leading comfort and support that is essential for workspace health and well-being. The Comfort Duo seat offers an additional 30% more foam depth than standard seat foams for greater comfort and longer life.

Seat foam design: The Comfort Duo seat incorporates 2 unique sitting zones that help provide increased support and greater levels of comfort.

Zone 1: The rear section of the cushion is composed of a softer foam compound that allows the sitting bones to sink into the foam, thereby preventing slumping and promoting the correct ergonomic posture.

Zone 2: The front cushion is composed of a firmer foam compound which provides additional support for the legs, improving blood and oxygen flow and providing correct leg posture.

Delta Duo

Our Ultimate Ergonomic All Rounder. Designed to fit every body shape and size. The Delta Range features the comfort duo seat in four seat sizes and three back sizes. These can be mixed and matched to fit the individual, big or small, tall or short and anywhere in between.

Bodyline Duo

The Australian made Bodyline Task chair is designed to face the rigorous demands of today’s office environment. With a comfort duo seat, in mid or high back options.

Rexa Duo

A classic for over 15 years delivering sturdy hard-working comfort – A fit for everyone. We can customise the Rexa with two back sizes and four seat sizes featuring the comfort duo seat.

Team Duo

The well known Team Air features a stylish designed mesh back, with the comfort duo seat making it the ultimate in user comfort.

CS seat sizes allow every user to find their right fit.
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RITELINE DUO is not GECA Certified.